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Résumé / summary
Protein synthesis is a fundamental cellular process. This function is performed by a molecular motor, the
ribosome, which structure has been elucidated in the early 2000s (see 2009 Nobel prize in Chemistry). However
the dynamics of this motor still remains a mystery in many respects, involved in processes as diverse as
antibiotics efficiency, virus replication or genetic diseases associated with the defective synthesis of certain
proteins. Single molecule studies using fluorescence microscopy have already brought new insight on the
dynamics of prokaryotic ribosomes, but to this day very few results have been published on eukaryotic
ribosomes, which are more complex.
During Nicolas Fiszman's thesis, we have observed for the first time the translation by a single mammalian
ribosome, using fluorophores annealed along the translated RNA, that disappear in the course of translation. We
have also revealed a delay in the first incorporation of an amino acid due to a non canonical initiation of the
ribosome on an IRES structure of the RNA. Such structures are involved in the replication of certain viruses.
Following on those results, we want to study the modification in the kinetics of the ribosome translation due to
programmed errors such as reading through stop codons or frameshifting.
In the phD project starting in oct 2014, the student will work jointly with a phD student in biology who started
his phD with the IGM team in october 2012. He/she will also take part in the experiments on prokaryotic
ribosomes with the CGM and ISV teams in Gif/Yvette. Understanding the biological objectives will be necessary
to contribute efficiently to this type of interdisciplinary project, and this will be facilitated by a shared direction
of the thesis with the IGM team. Funding for the phD will be searched from interdisciplinary programmes, but it
will still be a phD in physics, within the Ecole Doctorale Ondes et Matière (EDOM, n°288).
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